"In tourism it is important that visitors know the type and level of service to expect from one country to another. EN 15565 sets out an achievable European Standard for Tourist Guide Training across Europe. It is a benchmark on which to build and as the professional tourist guide association, FEG recognizes this as a historic achievement. It helps tourist guides develop a career and it empowers visitors to choose guides trained to or beyond the European norm."

Tom Hooper, Chairman of FEG – European Federation of Tourist Guide Associations

"The use of International and/or European Standards is a fundamental prerequisite for achieving efficient and safe electrical installations. They facilitate the interoperability/compatibility among products from different manufacturers. Binding the selection and choice of products to only one manufacturer is no longer a necessity, as standards require open solutions. Standardized voltage levels are one major important issue having increased the safety of installations and compatibility of equipment, also across borders."

Terje Hanssen, Chairman of AIE – European Association of Electrical Contractors, Task Force Standardisation & Safety

"The European Cyclists’ Federation promotes and encourages cycling throughout Europe to bring about sustainable mobility and public well-being. European Standards play a crucial role in this mission. They allow cyclists to enjoy their ride because they can be sure that their biking equipment is safe."

Manfred Neun, President of EFC – European Cyclists’ Federation

European Standards ensure the safety, comfort, and quality of a wide range of activities.

For more information go to www.cen.eu or www.cenelec.eu.

EN 1078
Helmets for roller skaters

EN 14125
Diving suits

EN 50086-3
Watch batteries

EN 13138-1
Buoyant aids to be worn

EN 13899
Roller skates

EN 1836
Sunglasses

EN 13318-1
Knee protectors for roller skaters

EN 1972
Snorkels"